Ten modern–day men and women meeting and matchmaking at a Regency–style house party, while abiding by the strict social etiquette of the period. Regency House Party vividly brings to life the dating game of Jane Austen’s era.

My Personal Review:
I saw Regency House Party on the BBC and loved it, so I had to have this book. It is wonderfully informative on all sorts of aspects of the English Regency culture, and it goes behind the scenes to record the candid reactions of the very modern day participants in Regency House Party to the strictures of a society that lived almost 200 years ago. I especially loved the quality and quantity of gorgeous pictures inside the Regency House and of the men boxing, hunting, etcetera, while the women had to content themselves with indoor, sedentary occupations. It answers many questions you've always had about how people did things in ages past but were afraid to ask. Gentle Journey

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Regency House Party: Companion to the PBS Series (TV Tie in) by Lucy Jago - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!